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Come TOGETHER ONCE – together as one !
For a few months now nothing has been the same in many areas of life, especially in our
beloved ice skating sport and synchronized skating discipline. In these times, we are all
struggling with the effects of this unpredictable virus that has spread around the world.
Many areas of public life have come to a standstill and are facing severe restrictions. This
includes numerous sports clubs who are affected by this crisis: ice rinks are closed,
practice sessions are severely restricted while at the same time events and competitions
have to be cancelled one after another.
Yet, we are hopeful that one day everything will be back to normal in our team sport.
And that is why we want to say: Let's not despair or bury our heads in the sand! Let's show
the world united that we don't stop fighting and stay true to the sport we all love!
In this spirit: Come „TOGETHER ONCE“
Are you a team, coach, official or organizer of a competition?
We are pleased to invite you to a unique and one-time online event.
Show that you are still there - show who you are and be part of “TOGETHER ONCE”!
It is a digital non-profit event of non-competitive nature. The event is expected to be
broadcasted in mid-March 2021. For your participation we kindly ask you to send video
clips that introduce you, show your free skating or short program (whether on ice or off
ice).
Depending on each situation and technical possibilities we plan a live connection to the
participating teams and guests. Further information, technical details and the registration
period can be found in the registration form on our homepage or please follow this Link.
We are looking forward to your entries, videos and stories you would like to share with us!
Who we are?: The CUP OF DRESDEN - an international synchronized skating
competition - has been held in Dresden/Germany for the past two years. It is now well
attended by more than 60 European teams. Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
this season’s event had to be cancelled.
The organizers of this Cup Ms. Claudia Gallwitz, Ms. Suse Schöne and Mr. Torsten
Wenzel have decided to make good use of this compulsory break by promoting the digital
networking of the synchronized skating community.

Stay updated and follow us via Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/togetheronce

